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The Berkeley Beacon

The
Evolution
of
Expression
is
a
method
of growth.
There
can
be
no
evolution
without
expression;
in
order
to
grow;
you
must express yourself.
Dr.

VOLUME

Founded

Emerson

BY

and

FOR
FEBRUARY

2

the Students
6,

1948,

BOSTON,

of Emerson

College
NUMBER

MASS.
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THEOLOGIANS, BUSINESS MAN NAMED TO E. C. BOARD
W. E.G. B. STAFF CHANGES ANNOUNCED
Bob

McKay in
Many New

STUDENT

Key Position;
Programs

GOVERNMENT

PROJECT

Rev. Yarbrough, Rev. Dr. Meek, Mr. Hathaway, Trustees,

REALIZED

STAGE ACTRESS
APPEARS ON E. C.
RADIO SERVICE

Featured
In accordance with the originally
announced plan of rotating positions,
WECB is proud to welcome a new
staff of announcers and technicians.
This plan of operation enables stu-

dents to receive a maximum

Miss
“|

amount

POPULAR STUDENT
LEAVES EMERSON
Emerson College has lost one of
her better Thespians, in the person
of Gene Wood, who left school at
the end of the semester just concluded.
Wishing to concentrate on
acting, Gene’s tentative plans are to
attend the American Theater School
of Acting in New York.
Alan Leavitt, former Emersonian who directed
the unforgettable Golden Falcon presentation of last year, is attending that
school at present.
Gene, who has been very active,
will be sorely missed at Emerson. Besides his activities in drama, Gene
greatly aided in organizing the basketball team, which is adding new
laurels to Emerson’s crown.
He was
a staff member of the Berkeley Beacon and ranked as one of the most
popular students at school.

Roadman

Total

of

Remember Mama’”’
Guests on ‘‘You’re
Critic’ Show

Cast,
the

iv

“The Emerson Evolution of Expression has been the basis of all
creative work that I have done,” said
Betty
Roadman,
famed _ character
actress of screen and stage, when she
eappeared on a “You're The Critic”
broadcast, held recently on WECB.
She spoke briefly of her wartime
ventures in visiting the troops in the
South
Pacific.
In
discussing
the
Emerson
Evolution,
she
regretted
that she had not attended Emerson,
but told how training in the famed
Evolution, from a graduate of E. C,
aided her immensely in her speech
work.
She stated that anyone attempting
to go into the theatre should realize
their—limitations—-She-said_that-_they
should commercialize what they could
do well.
She said that “you should
want to be the finest” in what you
are going to concentrate on in theater
work.
A studio audience, composed
of students and teachers, applauded
her warmly at the close of her speech.
The “You're The Critic” broadcast
is another of the fine programs which
WECB is presenting this year. Perry
Massey is the interviewer and also
arranges for the appearance of the
stars who appear on this program.

ch
er
s

on

Through the efforts of Roger Wilder, the able successor to Mr. Fisher
as Emerson College custodian, and the Student Government Board, Emerson now has her own supply shop, located in building 126.
The purpose of the shop 4s to supply stationery, pennants and other articles at
The shop is being ably managed by Jack
cut-rate costs to students.
Raleigh.
Posed above are: left, Mr. Raleigh; right, Mr. Wilder.

RUTGERS COLLEGE
PRESIDENT BACKS UNIVERSAL

FRESHMAN SHOWCASE
UNVEILS NEW TALENT

TRAINING
PLAN
New Brunswick, N. J.—(1I.P.)—
The best thing that could happen to
young high school graduates would
be the passage of a universal training bill as recommended
by the
President's Commission on Universal
Training, according to Earl Reed
Silvers, Dean of Men at Rutgers University.
In his annual report to Dr. Robert
C. Clothier, President of the University, Dean Silvers declared that
during the past year at Rutgers campus life was largely dominated by
veterans, “who proved to be more
mature, conscientious and serious of
purpose than the non-veterans.
“As a result,” the dean continued,
“the tempo of scholastic life quickened, and the youngsters from seventeen to nineteen just out of high
school found themselves at a disadvantage and often became lost.
In
view of their experience, it is my
conviction that for the next three
years at least, high school graduates
in their late teens should either enter military service or work for a
year before entering college.”

Drama
instructor Albert Cohn’s
unveiling of Freshman talent on January 13, when they presented their
Freshman Showcasé at a Convocation and evening performance, convinced all who attended of the bright
future of acting at Emerson. The
Showcase, which was a series of skits
from well-known
plays, was
presented by Mr. Cohn’s two Freshman
classes, with a separate group presenting each performance.
Outstanding
performances
were
delivered by Lola D’Nunzio, Connie
La Torre, Richard Boardman, Joe
Whalen,
Charles
Callaci,
Anne
Semple, Alan Pike, Nancy Price and
Armand Levy. . Of special note was
a scene from Having a Wonderful
Time, starring Libby Barolsky, Joseph
Nicholas, Ann Kitts and Rita Bach(Continued on Page 2)

The first American League baseball pennant, in more than twenty
years, was brought to Boston by the

Red

Sox

in

1946.

The

defeated in a seven-game
the St. Louis Cardinals.

Sox
series

were
by

EMERSONIAN
ENTERS
UNIV.
OF
ILLINOIS

Urbana, Ill—(Excl.)—John Hayward, former honor student, will
leave this month for the University
of Illinois. While there, Mr. Hayward
will study at the College of Liberal
Arts and major in English. Completing two years at Emerson, Mr. Hayward was active in many of Emerson’s social activities, a member of
Phi Alpha Tau, and was known
among his friends for his excellent,
crustaceous wit.

Miss

Roadman

is

currently

ap-

pearing in the “I Remember Mama”
cast, which played recently at the
Colonial Theatre.
The remainder of
the “You're The Critic” staff is Dick
Woodies,
Program
Analyzer,
and

Bob Mack, announcer.

EMERSON
RADIO
FORUM
ON STATION WMEX
On Thanksgiving night, November 27th at 8 p. m, a new series of
radio broadcasts, in the form of round
table discussions were inaugurated at
Station WMEX, Boston.
For seven weeks now the Forum
Speaking Class of Emerson College,
under the careful supervision of Mr.
Grover Clayton Shaw, has been supplying the speakers for this program
and will continue to do so for the
remainder of the school year.
The original idea was conceived by
Kenn Schaffer, of Public Relations,
and in conjunction with Mr. Shaw
and Station WMEX, he has made this
public service possible.
The program, with the exception

of a two-minute

prepared

statement

by each participant, is entirely extemporaneous, and affords a fine opportunity for young people to gain
experience in thinking quickly before
a “live mike.”
The subjects used on each program

are

chosen

by

the

students

Trustees

Terms;

Ar
ol
le
ge
C

Struckell, Brad Tif-

fany
assisting;
Publicity,
Norman
Tulin.
Soe
There are many opportunities for
tné presentation of original scripts
written by students. Bill Szathmary
recently directed an original show entitled, There Are Such Things written by Parker Zellers.
The series
Breaking the Wall written by Joy
Fishman, heard every other Friday
evening at 5 P. M., dramatizes the
manner in which name personalities
achieved success.
This program also
includes a personal interview with
a prominent radio, movie or stage
celebrity.
Perry Massey’s new program entitled, You’re the Critic, heard Tuesdays at 4:30 reviews a current stage
production and features an interview
with a member of the cast.
A new and interesting variety program called Travel With Music is
heard every Wednesday at 5:30. This
show features music and gags with
Charlie Callaci and his guitar at the
microphone.
Incidentally, Charlie is
looking for musical talent, so if you
can sing, or better still, play an instrument get in touch with maestro
Charlie.
(Continued on Page 4)

Em

Technical, John

Betty

New

es

of experience and training in the
various jobs found in the radio industry.
To the key position of program
director, we are proud to welcome
Bob McKay, a pioneer of WECB.
Paul
Mundt
has
been
appointed
assistant program director. The heads
of the various departments include:
Production, headed by Bill Szathmary with Ed Hassett assisting; Music, Marjorie
Abbott;
Continuity,
Larry Marshall; News and Special
Events, Frank McNamara;
Traffic,
Bob Axelby, Ralph Ward assisting;
Program development, Joy Fishman;

Pres. Green Announces

during

their class hours.
Students participating have been Robert Silverman,
Harry
Novak,
Ronnie
Feldman,

Will

to

Fill

Bring

Expired

Board

to Nineteen

(Special
to the Beacon)—-Two
eminent theologians and one prominent business man have been elected
to the trustee board of Emerson College, it was announced by the office
of Dr. Boylston Green, President, today.
The new trustees, elected at a
meeting of the trustee board held
last evening, are the Rev. Dr. Frederick M. Meek, the Rev. Robert C.
Yarbrough and Mr. Lloyd A. Hathaway.
They are “prominent men in
their fields and have been leaders in
community and educational work,”
the announcement stated.
The Rev. Mr. Meek is the present
pastor of the Old South Church of
Boston.
He is the successor of the
Rev. Dr. Russell H. Stafford, former
Old South Church pastor, who is the
chairman of the Emerson Trustee
Board. Dr.
Meek’s
first pastorate
was at the Congregational Church
in Biddeford, Me.
He subsequently
sexved—as—minister—eb—the
ac
VCR BS TAG
COP Or"Ur rE kata

GOL

Cua,

UU

Church in Bangor, Me.
In 1939 he
was awarded the honorary degree of
Doctor of Divinity by Bowdoin College, the second youngest man in the
history of the college to receive such
an honor.
Dr. Meek was born in England, and
raised in Canada.
He is a graduate
of Mt. Allison College, did graduate work at the University of Toronto,
and is a graduate of the Yale Divinity
School.
Rev. Yarbrough, who is Associate
Professor of Speech in the AndoverNewton
Theological
School, is a
graduate of Texas Christian University.
He
received
a Bachelor
of
Divinity degree from Yale University in 1936 and also studied there
in the school of drama.
He will receive the honorary degree of Doctor
of Divinity from Texas Christian in
June of this year.
(Continued

on Page 4)

Sarah Ann Martin, Donald Jones,
Nancy Metcalfe, and Lou Stoia. Moderator for the program is Nat Hentoff, WMEX staff announcer.
“BROTHER
RAT”
FRATERNITY
ENDEAVOR
Phi Alpha Tau, National Speech
and Arts Fraternity at Emerson, has
announced its plans to present the
play, Brother Rat, on the evenings
of April 23rd and 24th. Male roles
will be filled by members of the fraternity while feminine leads will be
made up of Emerson women including Mrs. Betty Ann Tyrrell, Emerson
alumna.
Play will be directed by
Terry Shuman, Eldon White assisting.
The Distinguished Flying Cross is
the personal decoration for heroism
awarded by the U. S. Government to
members of the Air Corps. The decoration was established in 1918 for
members of the British Air Force.
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:
Franc Skirball
Bob
O’Neil
Chuck Price

Stewart Mayne
Chet Collier |
Marilyn Selig
LITERARY
STAFF

STAFF

Barbara

TECHNICAL

pis

age

enlarged version of the Berkeley Bea-

con.
However, I was quite disconcerted to find that it would not fit
into my notebook as the old size did

most conveniently.

films.

Sincerely,

‘CHUCK PRICE

.

Dear Sir:
:
Hollywood
has
produced
some
pretty bad pictures—that is true. But
it should be given credit for the
good films it has made.
We fail to
realize that it is a young industry.
It takes many years for any business
to develop properly. Hollywood will
develop properly, too.
It took the

Club.

Dear Sir:
Your Emerson play reviews are not
reviews.
A review should criticize.
Everything is to be gained by constructive criticism.
What's a newspaper for? |
Thanx,
SKIRBALL

Ed. Note: For an answer, read
Drama Potpourri, drama column for
this issue.
_

has

with the indescribable filth and dis-

done in fifty.
We must also remember that of
every ten foreign films produced only

order which is the result of carelessness on the part of the users of
your recreational facilities.
I think

about five reach this country.
In
other words, the foreign producers
send over only their best pictures.
We decide what movies are to be
made—therefore we should encour-

‘that it should be the duty of the stu-

age this great industry to make finer

| Esplanade

Cafe

For
_ The Very Best in Foods
‘‘Where

all the students
meet.”’

Corner Beacon and Mass.

BOSTON |

dents to relieve the work put upon
the men maintaining its order and
to at least clean up in rooms set for
their own personal use.
AN OUTSIDER

THE EMERSON
SUPPLY SHOP
Buy

Your Papen

Pens
Pencils

Here

College Jewelry
College Stationery

Erasers
Dictionaries
Ink
Filler Paper
Note Books

Lobby

is rendering

hoarse

with

the

praises

Stickers
Banners
Decals
Playing Cards
Emblems

of Bldg.

126

for the Prom
at the Parker

At eight o'clock the Junior
will

be

waiting

to

receive

as

However, if formals are
stuffy for some, try the
Dance, to be held by the
in the Theater on February

a bit too
Backwards
Freshmen
27th. This

is a dance that is bound to be a success

largely

have

because

“evoluted”

expression

NO

enough

line

to

STRAIN

Because

along

ask

their

anniversary

Beacon.

We've

for

slipped

Mac’s territory, but it’s only that

ugly gleam in Jack Raleigh’s eye
when he says, “Where's your copy?”
that gets me seated at the typewriter.

I won't

be intimidated

into giving

him any more publicity.
Even a
Drama editor has his tattered shreds
of pride.
To wind up on a gay note I will
make the following announcement of
coming attractions.
On St. Swithin’s
Day there will be a recital in the
Hatch Shell when Fran Flaherty and
Malcolm White will give uncut readings of “The Spanish Tragedy” and
“Ralph Roister Doister,” under the

direction of Mrs. Maxfield .. . AND
... On Martin Van Buren’s birthday
(8th President of the U. S. A. to those
who have not yet had Dr. Pierce)

Robert Conlon will present a zither
tone poem, based on the collected
works
ranged

of Marcel Proust,
by Mrs. Whitney

and _=arStandish

(M. W.)

work.
She
really
showed
us how to do it! Our exmaintenance staff is certain
couple of “Baby Lochinvars”

for keeping

this place shining.

_agine the sheer courage it must

Imtake _

to wade into that smoker at the end
of the day.

We understand Parker Zellers in-

‘

terviewed

Sally Keith

for his Public

Speaking Class. Wonder what kind
of a routine he used when he delivered his report!

Keith

is

Is it true that Miss

one

of

the

most

ner.
Miss

and the aid in the comedy
Miss Kitts
beautifully,

in her straight role as Teddy.

Jean

Carr, who played “Edna” in Waiting
for Lefty, gave a very creditable performance.
Drama
iepacweietr: Head, Mrs.
Gertrude B. Kay, who saw the morning performance,
was very much

pleased

MacDougall

spoke

to

Colleges were represented. Miss MacDougall and Mary Gibbs made up
the Emerson delegation.
At this

active

(M.

H.)

ON

THE SIDE...

\

‘While most of us are tucking our
Christmas gifts away in a drawer, or
hiding them away in our closets,
there are a half dozen beautiful Emersonian girls, who are proudly wearing their magnificent gifts on their
third finger, left hand.
And you
would, too, if you had received a
diamond engagement ring like the
ones that Sarah Spritzer, Dee Johnson, Shirley Williams, Judy Gallus,
Janice Harvey,-and Connie La Torre
are wearing.
Best wishes to all of
you, and congratulations to those
lucky men.

Best wishes are also in order for
Joan McGuire and Sylvia Weinstock,
who will tie the knot soon.
It happened in a snowdrift: What
happened?
Why, the big event of
the year!
When our car stuck in
the snowdrift, our hero( Duane Fitts,
slipped a lovely diamond on Janice

Harvey’s finger.
kids.
More

Good

romance:

luck to you,
:

Can you

think of

two more wonderful people
Johnny Struckell and Elaine

than
Du-

charme

by

to

be

pinned

together

a

—but then, I didn’t know Mary Jean
Birmingham had such a fine voice

make good use of that °47 Pontiac
convertible, waiting for Mitz back
in New Jersey.
We bid a fond farewell to Walter
Leathe who leaves us for France,
where he will work and continue
studies at the Sorbonne.
Bon Voyage, Walter; we'll miss you!
Good luck to Ted Cutler on his
new business venture. We're sure his

either.
Our science department tells us:
spaghetti runs about 280 lineal feet
to the pound.
Since its formation,
the earth has put on five trillion tons
of weight.
A certain South African
tribe requires its public speakers to
raise one foot while speaking to others.
As soon as the lifted foot
terminated.

If we

used

Wilcox and John Wood?
Speaking of Christmas gifts, why

didn’t Mitzi Baurer bring her gift
back to Boston?
We girls could

night club in Dorchester will be a big
success.
:
GLORIA.

that system, I wonder if our speech

which was supplied by Miss Bachner,
as Miriam, was excellent.
held the. scene together

Miss

delicate Phi Alpha Tau fraternity
pin?
And what goes between Joan

tomatically

(Continued from Page 1)
The role of Fay, played by
Barolsky, was especially de-

lightful,

ing.

them of our progress and plans and
interviewed many prospective Emersonians.
:
A college conference was held rerecently at the Statler Hotel and the
Student Government of all Junior

celebrities in show business?
Speaking of: movements, we were
really moved when Bob Hill sang
that wonderful
tenor solo at the
Christmas Chapel.
Very, very good.
I didn’t know he could sing like that

touches the ground the speech is au-

Freshman Showcase
Unveils New Talent

College Club of Philadelphia, welcomed Miss MacDougall to its meet-

the United States Student Association.

Miss Sparks for a splendid piece of

speech
most of
cellent
to get a

These are the 5th and 26th and will
be held in the usual meeting rooms.
On January 10th, the Emerson

the

up and down, a few stumbles now
and then, a couple of flashes of wonder here and there, quite a bit of
idle babbling, some sporatic, lusty
shouts, and an occasional sensible
word.
Yes, we're just like any other
young thing on its first birthday!
Give us a chance to grow strong!
You'll be proud of us, we're sure.
At any rate, wish us a happy birthday!
A “Young Lochinvar” must go to

of

two dates have
class meetings.

meeting, a unanimous resolution was
passed by the Junior Colleges to join

male

time

During February,
been set aside for

girls

HERE...

it’s

the Berkeley

Emerson

Ar

on

thousand

Hollywood

he

_-uma, wherein I seem to be infringing_

theater a thousand years to get where
it is today.
I doubt very much it
the theater has accomplished in a
what

that

corsages
be held

their guest—the Class of 1948.

some very interesting work done by
the Freshman Theater Group.
For
more definitive comment on the season read the Boston Post.
This is a rambling, discoursive col-

Sincerely yours,
BATCH REEVES

FRANC

House.
Class

lent revivals of old successes—and

Dear Sir:
I have visited this room (Smoker)
both in the early morning before
At all:
classes and during the day.
times I have been impressed only

years

of

Boston
theaters
have
abounded
with some really good plays.
We
have had the ever welcome Gertrude
Lawrence, The Medium, some excel-

er
s

issues.

of

intention

moon.

its im-

pictures by writing to the producers
and letting them know our feelings.
Then, and only then, will you have
a consistent flow of intelligently-

made

no

making up
which will

the new Italian film To Live In Peace
(or Vivere In Pace for Dr. Park-—
hurst’s Italian class).
It is the most
completely perfect thing that has emanated from any country in a blue

EDITOR

Kindly take two

inches off the length and width of all
future

THE

idiots

of satin while florist will be busily

the feelings of the erudite

rumor

myself

depends on YOU.
Watch the bulletin boards and newspaper for further
—

Ridge 1 had

congenital

The Romance

life and one of these is invariably the
evening of the Junior Prom.
So,
during the daylight hours of March
13th, hot irons will slip over folds

At the risk of being deported for

time will also be given

on id

high points during a year of college

un-American propaganda I will shout

to other activities as well.
It is
hoped that, from time to time, speakers will be invited to attend meetings,
and that dances and teas will be sponsored by the group.
That remains to be seen.
And it

announcements

Rosy

C

Dear Sir:
I was favorably impressed with the

provement,

to continue

enjoy

on

LETTERS TO

and

There are only two or three major

them in dramatic form for production
by a Roumanian Cinema Company in
Bechuanaland.

Press Club is to stimulate interest in
Beacon

referring to
could

in the

solely by the Editor.
If at any time
there is dissatisfaction with the work
being done by him, the club members may dismiss him by a two-thirds
no new member—
vote.
However,
will be allowed to vote in these elections until he has been in the club
for at least three months.
While the primary purpose of the
the

Class Meetings Noted; Attendance at Recent Meeting
Announced
friends to go to this particular dance.
OFFICIAL NEWS

of

but I make no retraction of what I
said.
Devotees of this sort of hokum are only slightly less idiotic
-than the morons who bother to read_
the “poetry”
of Malcolm
White,
which I hope has defiled these pages
for the last time.
There is no truth

©

STAFF

Em

ete

The formation of a Press Club at
Emerson has been approved ee the
Student Government.
Membership in the club, which is
to be formed soon, will be open to
will be
member
Every
everyone.
given an assignment on the school
This first job will cover
newspaper.
a “trial period” of three months. If
a person does not satisfactorily perform his duties during that time, he
will be dropped from the “Beacon”
and from the Press Club.
The club will elect its own officers.
Elections are tentatively scheduled to
At the same
be held every spring.
‘time, the members will select an editor for the newspaper.
The entire
staff of the Beacon will be appointed

reviews

and usually discerning Bob Guest—
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EDITORIAL

LaBossiere’s

who

wounding

Jackson

Don Roberts
Rita Dorfman
Tom Fitzpatrick

Paul

inept

structive criticism on each of the
3,002 individual performances. It’s
a situation I have neither the intelligence nor the temerity to cope with,

Struckell

All Veterans
.......... cect cece eee eee eter eee ee tees Bill Munroe
woh wrong Dphve b ntske- SLUMREEVAD Sate Dis ¢ ‘ee. Vince Mary Howes
IO WEE: oie Leo os ale

Bill Williams
Ronald
Clarke

to

the

one assigned to cover each of the
four productions to give definite con-

Szathmary

- Chuck

on

Emerson productions I quite agree
and suggest that criticism of the
plays should be a project of the
Dramatic Criticism class, with some

COLUMNISTS
Som siseers shee ak dies bashes tu (kde we 771k se wryeti tip etme lore Meneaialt.>, «, «og dred MAMIE. t Art Kershaw
Meet the Faculty .................. ok
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Bob Silverman
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EDITORIAL

Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
Managing Editor
Literary Editor

newspaper of Emerson College,
Member of the ‘Intercollegiate

| eee

ol
le
ge

Founded February 1, 1947, as a bi-weekly
_owned and controlled by the student body.
Press.’’

JUNIOR PROM, FRESHMAN DANCE
“A Drama Columnist Reflects” FEATURE FUTURE ACTIVITIES
DRAMA

with the Freshman

efforts.

department could figure out the appropriate gestures for the foot!

Big things:
check.

2.

1. Evan Mann got his

Guy

Aylward.

3.

The

vacation after midyears.
4. Mary
Gibbs’ and Bill German’s bright future.

5. The

coming

Music

Appre-

ciation course.
6. Sarah
Martin’s
midyear marks.
Of course, everybody knows it by
now but it’s worth repeating. Frank
McNamara’s new capacity in the Ra- |
dio Department (according to him):
“Chief Executive in charge of current events and special occurrences

that

will

and

diffusion

be used
of

for

the

knowledge

increase
among

The Boston Common. was bought
in 1634 by Governor Winthrop and

men.”

Just ask Frank, he'll tell you!

others from William Blackstone, who
held his title by a right of possession
gained prior to the settlement of Boston in 1630.

the way Marjorie Abbott puts a song

If you
over.

ever

Another

get the chance
good

place is loaded with talent!
Note to the Emersonian:
the organizational pictures

When
of the

sororities are taken this year, the one
taken of Sigma Delta last year should
set the pace.
Those black sweaters
and pearls show that they can work
together and that they. wish to be .

presented as a unit.
(We
add—a well-knit unit!)

might

—

—RMaAc.
Duke Fitts: “Pop, why do they
rope off the aisles at church wed-

dings?”
Mr. Fitts: “So the bridegroom €an’t
get away.”

watch

bet is the fine

radio work done by Harry Coble and

Don Jones for Station WXHR. This

The
sides,”
Wharf,

famous frigate, “Old Ironwas
built at Constitution
409 Commercial street, by
‘L6-PSLI

‘ney

punwpy,

|

«Literary Section

STAGE DOOR JOHNNIE
By HUGH

Big Ben

learn

bractice.”

to ski, you

got

to

The strange thing about

Herr Wallnoffer is that he doesn't
look like he sounds.
Herwig looks
like Jack Armstrong the All-American Boy.
“Make sure dat you haff
a gut shnow-plow position before
you shtart making die turn, und don’t

look so dem bow-lagged.” Herwig is
like a god on skis, as he goes through
a demonstration maneuver at a slow-

motion pace.
-You’d never guess that the legs
that carry him so powerfully and
gracefully through his powder-spray-

ing

Christies

and

hickory-flashing

Gelandesprungen
have been twice
broken in world ski meets, and bear

the deep rutted scars that result from
being partially peppered with a
Schmeiser.

‘““Now, ve come

to anud-

won't even open it.

right

down,

I just want to

know that it’s there.
The play seems
to be going pretty well, plenty of
laughs.
Of
course, most
of the
Jaughs are coming from Harold. I
can hear his guffaw as plain as day.
That’s all right; he’s loyal.
Loyal!
What's that line I have in the second

scene about loyalty to duty?
remember

Now be
reason to
before I
peek—to

it;

I

can’t,

tell

wrote

somebody

begins

with

that.

No,
else

you.

“H.”

not

Haw-

whose

name

Oh Ba

position

show must go on.
Jim is doing this
scene well.
He does everything well

_ pflug

dot

ve

had

in

die

or shnow-plow. Dis

schnee-

here

iss

—everything but ask me out, that is.

He used to cross the Alps disguised
as a Wehrmacht officer bringing mes-

appeal.
What .is sex appeal, anyway?
Oh my God, I go on in less

sages to American officers in the
disguise in his native Tyrol. “Ho
gat up und try it vunce more
Your over-body don’t gat over

same
Kay,
time.
enuff

than a page, and IJ stand here think-

to die right shoulder.

help

he suffered the inhuman
Hitler’s
bad-boys.
scarred skin around

Burning

bamboo

tortures of

Look
at
the
his finger nails.

and steel tweezers

don’t give an attractive manicure

he

twice found out.

sure

there.

out

vimmin vat skis by; dey is not going to teach you nothing bot how

to make luff, und dat iss night vork.
Now iss day. Ve learn how to ski,

jae”
Herwig knew enough English, but
he did not know American slang, and

' surprisingly

enough,

he didn’t have

the stage

and

just

two

Manhattans

last

Sat-

come.

I'd

give

a

lot

professors with the degree, G. I. We
taught him that when he met an ordi‘nary person, he was to say, “I’m glad

to meet

you.”

If he met

someone

that was somebody special, he was
to say, “I'm very glad to meet you,
you dirty|
That ‘same coded an UNNRA girl

came to the ski lodge at Schmittenhéhe.
She had a lot of English
charm that had been mellowed by exposure to

Herwig

Continental

was

said,

“I’m

you

dirty

life.

introduced

werry

glad

.’

When

to her he
to meet

She

held

you,

her

ground, and when the laughter had
subsided she promptly fell in love

pretty fast

(fos

a little

to keep up with them.

No.

time... time

ber?

It’s seconds,

minute; hours, Willy, twenty-four to
a day.

only

Weeks,

they're

years, centuries

kidding

you

.

along—

It’s a merry-go-round green and blue
world, kid, and you're just another
little bouncing horse.

er
s

be late.”
That's her again, Willy. You’ re go-

ing to be late, junior. So mind the
warning bell?
Kid, you were late

Two

more

speeches

and

see that first line.

Dear Lord, there’s

this is wonderful!

Ferocious little Willy—you’re

get-

ting mad, aren’t you, kid, and maybe
‘morning,

of getting

seeing

the

up

in

the

same _ boneless

you, and then feeling that other
Willy well up behind your veneer,
until your eyes get strange looking.

You look like a white blob, and you
hope like hell it’s only your imagination, because, God, you look like a
zombie counting to ten.
“Willy,
hurry
up,

dear,

breakfast is getting cold.”
That's your mother. You're
ting

so

you

you, kid?
of them.
You no

almost

hate her,

your

getaren’t

She’s just like the rest
“Hurry,”
she screams.

more

than

|

(And you're

than you ever were.)

But, hurry up, Willy, the whirling world goes a little faster every
day, and

in fifty years

you're

full of skyscrapers, commercial signs,
gyroplanes, and grey-hound
buses,
kid, because once it whirls too fast
for you, you're going to slip right
never see Here
“Willy, stop

again.
wasting

and

you ‘i

time!

Come

down here! You'll never get there!”
. Yeah, your ma knows the value

of a second, Willy. You don’t think
she

got

those

lines,

and

that

The Nag Yard, on Chelsea street,
in Charlestown, was first built on or

stoop

by reading magazines, or listening to
Chopin, do you, kid?
Run along,
baby, join the diapered throng. You're
five minutes behind, and that’s bad,
kid.
You've got to snow-plow today, Willy, the world’s got a start
on

you.

“

those stairs.

Gallop fast, Willy, and

maybe you can catch Tomorrow.

TRAYNOR

Lake

Revere.

our skiff when a squall came up? I
was scared to death because I couldn't
swim. But
we came through all
right. We always come through all
right together, don’t we, Johnnie?”

_ The

cadence

quickened

PARLOR

brain

reminded

him

The

wintry

SCENE
CLARKE

sun sprawled

languidly beside me, arms

bliss,

flung

affectionately

across my

shoulders;

to squirm out of his
warm embrace

Leaky tub.

I tried

—bur

Girls dramatic,

oe

ardent kisses.
“POEM”

that one will

By NANCY JANE PRICE
You

LAST ENCOUNTER
By Lisa GOLDSTEIN

desired

Why

laureled

|

wisdom;

passionately like a summer,

Want you now earth and lust?
Why wanton heart, oh why—.

=.
the

|

smothering me with

Half conscious of a slight abyss—
things

a

ee sleepily

e
nestled closer

_ Dates erratic,
Silly capers,
Term papers.
I leave college full of negation
Heading home for fall vacation,

Your laugh
- Flew under

Johnnie’s

Toni

by RONALD

Dorm hours,
Bad grub,

_.

in

when

—she can’t swim, she can’t swim!
“Let's cross over the bridge, Toni.
We'll get a cab on the other side.”

Faded flowers.

odd—the
miss!

an exciting

the
breakwater.
Remember
the
night we were out on the lake in

RITA ‘DORFMAN

Four years of fun, filled with
But, alas, it’s come to this:

had

nie?
Those midnight picnics on the
beach with the waves lapping against

I

I came to college full of ambition
Seeking fame and recognition.

How

We

time that summer, didn’t we,’ John-

table,

Climbed up the walls,
Jumped on the ceiling.
I tried to run
Hide
Lock the door,
But it crept through the
Under the sill.

Sleepy

child

of the afternoon,

Arise and understand
That the day is ending
And your accomplishments are noth-

ing.
key-hole,
With the midday ‘sun arise,

And your birth will be eclipsed
My heart

Only

by a glorious sun,

Shattered at your laugh.
The pieces fell to the floor

Driving beams

And a cleaning
Swept them up.

Be not an echo of this generation,

woman

skies. |

But a lilting chord of past and future,
Crushing all time with an infinite
And

IMPACT
By LoU CARTER
I snatched a phrase

smiting melody.

“I did not want to come here,

From words you spoke,
Twisted it with sordid glee into
A deformed replica
Of its original self,
And

to western

I do not like my life.”

—We are all disabled angels
Looking homeward in the night.
The total rain fall in Boston
March, 1916, was 8.2 inches.

flung it

Back into your face.

in

You caught it, _

So hurry up, ‘Willy. That’s it, kid,
jump on your little white charger,
put on your shellac, and canter down

open your baby-

what?— You're so sick of rushing
(like a damn jack-rabbit) nowhere
as fast as you can, or getting where
you're rushing to, and then not know-

going

to be. snowed under. So get yourself

off this side of gravity,

BAND-WAGON

By JEAN MCKEE

a little scared

you were born.

later now

then iis

no time; that’s my cue . . . Oh boy,
THE

when

Suddenly, breaking the nile, To-

RETROSPECT

5 day

sixty to a

the fog that enveloped the city

ni remarked, “The lapping of the
water against the wall reminds me
of that summer we spent together at

know.”

By

_Aw,-come-on,;

Willy,

All was
Embank-

dence in the brain of Johnnie Roxley
as they strolled silently toward Westminster Bridge—the insurance policy, the insurance policy, the insurance policy.

is she lying?
Probably to teach me
a lesson about gambling. What am J

kid, you learned it in school, remem-

I was all right. They're bluffing.
Life is just a big bluff. That's my
thought for the evening.

blue .eyes to today’s new world, and
“Hurry,” she screams. Hurry for

about the year 1800

slackers.

two rotten Manhattans . . . I should
have eaten first, I guess. But I know

She was not alone in her
we all loved Herwig.

with him.
sentiments;

when

“For heaven’s sake, Willy, stop
know just what I said that every_ prancing around up there.
Come
body thinks was so funny. I don’t
down here and eat. You're going to
think I said anything. After all, just —

a very complete swearing vocabulary.

I half feel guilty, but must laugh,
when I recall Herwig’s first lesson in
introductory procedure, given by us

along

What's_time, Willy?

to

on. Oh God, I’m scared.
I don’t
want to be in this play. -] can’t remember a word, not a word.
The
book—let’s see the book.
I have to

as you

But, hurry up, Willy, it’s a big,
fast world, and they haven’t time for

urday night to finish me for a long
to

when her aunt died last month? Why

eyes lost their weariness

ment;

“I’m sorry, Johnnie,
_I don’t have
that much money.
I would have to
pawn all of my jewelry, but still I
wouldn’t have enough.
I’ve sunk
quite a bit of money in this show,

Her

guy like you)

My

say—no,

Johnnie’s subconscious mnitid was
telling him that she was lying. Hadn’t
she inherited over a million dollars

crush

“Ladies

mouth is so dry, I wish I could have
a drink. A drink!
Now _ that’s
what I need! “Ladeesh ’n’ gennulmen,
hic!” Who am I trying to kid? It

slowly.
You can’t just
won't do it any more.”

I know.”

ing what you're doing there when
you artive, that you'd like to cry.
(If you weren’t a big boy.) Everybody’s queer, and you have to step-

This is

say,

several men,

rested on Johnnie. Pushing her
through the congestion, Toni

though it. was mid-May.
quiet along the Victoria

deep sombre voice, “I need money.
Twenty-five thousand pounds.” After a moment he continued, “Yes, I
know I.said I wouldn’t gamble any
more, but one has to break a habit

to the stage en-

noticed

Suddenly the door opened and
“Toni”
came out.
She was breathtaking in an azure gown and ermine
wrap.
In her hand she carried a
small purse of matching blue sequins.
they
‘way

prompting

think I'll just quietly drop dead.

Em

machine.

on

led

You'll never get anywhere that

way.

and gentlemen, you will have to excuse me for a few minutes.” No, I

time

“Look, don’t be looking at all die

are.

I don’t have any sex

IfI could only stand still.

your legs so bad den.” You wonder
what has kept the glacier-like sparkle

some

of

which

for a while—that he had ‘to think.
The night air was chilly even

“Yes, but that isn’t the real reason

cigarette and murmured to himself,
“What a bunch of suckers you guys

one devil of a time to have to go to
the ladies’ room.
I think I'll just go

took

tality, has developed into this hand-

a lot

for wanting to see me, ‘directly after the show—at the stage door’.”
To this Johnnie replied with a

shone through the black letters spelling—STAGE DOOR.
Standing off to one side, he lit a

ing of sex.

“If you know dat you are going to
fall, fall vun side.
It don’t break

in his twenty-five-year old eyes. You
marvel that a body that has been
battered by Alpine snows and winds,
and been harassed by physical bru-

needs

Maybe

ning point on his forehead and a
mustache clipped straight across his
upper lip.
Turning into the alley next to the

gray-

on

Lat me

you.”
Twice he was captured by the
Gestapo.
Twice he escaped.
Twice

He

ing hair smoothed back from a thin-

man with

thing about getting out and walking

wrong, Johnnie? Your note sounded > lay like a shroud over the Thames.
rather emphatic.”
The ripple of the waves beat a ca-

bouquets and boxes of candy in hand,
standing under the light globe which

Wanted dead or alive—the

called die shtem turn.” During the
war Herwig was an agent for the
American Legation in Switzerland.

the

“Did you have your insurance policy changed today to name me as the
sole beneficiary?”

theatre

Longfel-

already.

through

dressed

trance, Johnnie

low!
The hours creep on apace. But it
isn’t hours; it’s hardly even minutes.
I'll be going on in two more pages.
That is, if I live that long.
My
hands: are ice cold; I must be dead

der ting dot iss done from die same

read

er dapperly

Carol’s doing very well tonight. But
she’s put on pounds since last year.
Oh, now really, am I that broad in
the hips?
Say it isnotso.
‘Tell me
not in mournful numbers.”
Hawthorne,

and

to the cabbie.
Johnnie Roxley was a slender rath-

calm, be calm.
There’s no
get panicky, loads of time
go on. Let—me—just—
see how that line goes.

thorne

All was silent in the an until
they -approached Trafalgar Square.
Toni
then
asked
again, “What's

quee

I can’t

I

murky

haze—“Antoinette
DeLys,
Chanteuse, in ‘Les Rues de Paris’.”
“Please wait for me,” he mumbled

with a start, Johnnie muttered some-

es

vant

script

To me you are just plain Toni Mavis
from St. Louis, U. S. A.
Drive us
up the Strand to St. James Park, cabbie.”

Street and pulled up in front of the
Drury Lane Theatre.
When Johnnie alighted from the
cab, he glanced upward to the mar-

FLOWERS

47 Newbury Street
BOSTON

~COMmonwealth 3637

|

pecially a gambling debt.
Deserting his abstract thoughts

“You can cut that French accent now.

iv

you

this

and climbed into the cab he replied,

ch

sentence. “Now, lizzen,I know werry
- vell dat dis iss not so dem eassy, bot

ACTRESS AWAITS.
HER CUE
By RITA KRAMER
put

o'clock as

Ar

- around, he makes the r roll like a
bowling ball which strikes the letter
“d” and scatters the next few words
into the middle of the following

Pll

struck eleven

the hansom in which Johnnie Roxley was riding turned into Catherine

C

“Over-body over, und under-body
under, und down und around mit die
shoulders.”
When
Herwig
says

GIESE

ol
le
ge

AN

DER SKILEHRER
By WILLIAM SZATHMARY

came up to him and said, “Schani,
going to do? If I don’t get that
mon chéri.
I received your note,| money I ‘will be taken’ for a’ ride
what ees wrong?”
- with. one of Sheldon’s men.
He
As they walked down the alley
doesa’ t like to wait for money, es-

Carefully put it into your pocket,

SAVE!

And turned and walked away.
DECEIVED

Eat

By SALLY GLAVEN
I thought I heard his footsteps com-

ing loud and clear,
/
I thought I heard his voice come
whisper in my ear,
But turning found the footsteps
echoes of my own,

nif

And listening found the whisper was
the wind

alone. ,

SAVE!
at Your

SAVE! |

School's

7

CAFETERIA
—

Milk

Coffee Sandwiches :
Candy

Located in Building 126

FORMER EMERSONIAN’S LETTER
TELLS OF THEATER IN GERMANY

CAMPUS

M.

features

a number

of

WECEB Staff Changes
Announced
(Continued from Page 1)
The program development department promises a continued flow of

new

and

varied

REYALP STCAF
DESAELED

For anyone who doesn’t think he
knows the players without a scorecard, here are the new numbers as
released by coach Art. Kershaw:
John Weir (g)
Arthur

Kershaw

Thomas

Quain

Norman

Richard Woodies

Walter

Stelk

Robert

Stevens

(g)

11
12

Ambrose Hock (f)
Robert O'Neil (g)

13

Ronald

14

Francis Borbos

15

Howard

Heinlen

16

William

Williams

George

Prescott

Little

Geyer

Walter Leathe

HOFFMAN
QUALITY FLOWERS
Commonwealth
Ave.

BOSTON
KEN

(g) -

why

so

17

Tel.

(G)

Polman

Habit.” Tune in

Sundays, for programs of information,
education and entertainment.

at

(f)

Bruce

every morning except Sunday, and
every evening, except Saturdays and

Mass.

(c)
(f)

10

programs,

not get that “WECB

TSETAL

0580

Willis

Stewart

(c)

(f)
(f)
(f)

(g)
(Mgr.)
(Trn.)

For the Finest in
Pharmaceutical

Supplies...

FRE
MILLER DRUG
CO.
Corner Mass, Ave.
Beacon Street

and

o'clock

are

for

a

To

iv

es

Alvida Goguen, former contributor to the Berkeley Beacon, has left
Boston
to study at a diplomatic
school in Washington. Following her
short course there, Miss Goguen will
go overseas for the United States
State Department.
Miss Goguen wrote an article in
defense of “The New Look” which
appeared in an early issue of the
Beacon this year.
CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
DESTROYED
BY FIRE
On Tuesday, January 6th, the Calvary Baptist Church, largest Protestant Church in Lowell, was completely
burned to the ground by a $150,000
fire of unknown origin. Everything
was lost including the $25,000 organ.
The ironic part of all this is
the fact that just the day before, the
Rev. Victor
Scalise’s sermon
had
been, “Don’t Be Afraid of Tomorrow.”
Our radio instructor, Miss Elizabeth Scalise, daughter of the minister, helped to serve sandwiches and
coffee to firemen and many people
who volunteered to help fight the
blaze.
The Salvation Army did an
excellent
job,
said
Miss
Scalise.
WLLH offered one-half hour of each
Sunday for Rev. Scalise to broadcast
upon.
Many of the churches in and
around Lowell offered to aid them
by providing funds as well as a place
for weekly meetings.
In the Scalise household only one
person was really worried about the
outcome.
This was Miss Scalise’s fifteen-year old brother who was about
to go back to prep school.
“Do I
go back to school or has Dad lost his
job?” he wanted to know.

ch

CALLING ALL VETERANS...
This new year of 1948 will be a
year during which the veterans will
have to band together to insure much
needed veteran legislation. Now let’s
think back to the special session which
recently ended and list the benefits
Congress provided for the veterans.
We can’t because there were none.
But you can be assured that now the
80th Congress is under way, the
word “veteran” will be held sacred
by the politicians who will be demanding our votes next November.
And if these so-called politicians can
“bribe” us with promises for our
votes, Why don’t we in turn “bribe”
them with votes for action.
It’s to
our advantage, G. I.’s, so let’s make
Congress get down to brass tacks
now while we can, by lashing them
with the whip of unity.
Also as new as the new year, is
Carl R. Gray, Jr., who has been installed as Chief of the V. A.
He is a
former railroad investigator and official and his sound business head
should be a welcome addition to veteran circles.
Gray is reportedly a
man of action.
Let’s wait and see
what he does .. . Then we'll break
out the confetti and the noisemakers.
Here is another bit of news from
the V. A. Bulletin Board.
Veterans.
presently enrolled for study who discontinued their training under the
G. I. Bill before their period of entitlement to training at Government
expense is used up, must obtain
what, the Veterans
Administration
calls a “supplemental certificate of
eligibility” before they re-enter training.
This “supplemental certificate
of eligibility” indicates the amount
of additional training the veteran is
entitled to at government expense after the amount of time previously
used in training has been deducted.
The veteran who re-enters training without first getting a “supplemental certificate of eligibility” is,

Trustees

(c)

5

Ar

P.

Mildred Elaine, Potter, daughter
of Mildred Southwick Potter, and
granddaughter of Jessie
Eldredge
Southwick, has entered Emerson as a
special student.

ol
le
ge

5:00

memory tunes and is an original
presentation by Doris Hartly.
Recently, Miss Joy Fishman wrote
an excellent script on the life of
Edgar Allen Poe titled “The Solitary
One.”
The half-hour program was
produced
by the radio workshop
group under the direction of Mr.
Charles
Dudley
and
aired
over
WXHR
in
Cambridge.
In
this
script Harry Coble gave an excellent
interpretation of Poe’s “The Cask of
Amontillado.”
Every Tuesday at 5:00 P. M. Jack
Raleigh keeps things moving at a
fast pace on the “Emerson
Quiz
Show.”
On this program everyone
has a great deal of fun and also an
opportunity
to
demonstrate
dramatic abilities. Frequently the participants are asked to imitate movie and
stage personalities. So if you want
to get in on a good time consider
this as an invitation to studio A every
Tuesday at 5:00 P. M.

“The Emerson Experiment,” a series of original scripts by Emerson
students, opened with “Fantasy” by
Gene Wood, produced by Bill Szathmary.
Another popular program is EIlen
Drake’s
“Requestfully
Yours”
heard
Mondays
and
Wednesdays
from 4:30 to 4:50. On this show
Miss Drake tries to fulfill the requests of the students and also gives
a thumbnail sketch of a fellow Emersonian. Just place your requests in
the box labeled ““Requestfully Yours”
located in the smoker.
It is one of the aims of the Emerson Radio Service to help keep the
student well informed. Special attention is given to college notices and
they are aired several times daily.

around

Former Staff Member
Study in Washington

THIRD
GENERATION
EMERSONIAN

C

DAY:

Germans an opportunity to see American
productions.
The
Germans
here in Stuttgart have produced in
German many of our plays such as
Life With Father, Voice of the Turtle,
Our Town, Skin of Our Teeth, etc.
All of this is but a preface to
what is to follow—which is in the
nature of a request or favor.
We
have no play books or play catalogs
from which to choose our first play
and subsequent ones.
Since time is
of the essence, all of us have agreed
to write our friends and ask if they
might be able to get together a packet of play books... and send them
to us.
Do you suppose it would be at all
possible for some of the students of
Emerson to contribute old copies of
plays which they no longer need?
Any type of play would be welcome.
I have been made director of all
plays, so you can understand why I
am so anxious to get started.
Thank you very much.
Most sincerely,
BETTY KITTREDGE ATHERTON
Ed. Note: If any student feels he
can help, please contact Mrs. Kay.

on

RADIO

personnel,

er
s

A

Here is a typical broadcasting day
on WECB:
The program “Remember When”
heard every Tuesday from 4:45 to

allied

Em

Kay,

only

Ww

Mrs.

What a far cry from Boston to
Germany in every conceivable way
but one!
A group of us here in
Stuttgart have discovered that we
have
a common
love—the
Little
Theater—and therefore, we are going through the painful process of
organizing our own theater workshop.
Last night we had our first general
meeting . . . twenty-five people responded and we are assured that
many more will be at the next meeting.
Our policy (in a most formative period) is to include all allied
personnel in Stuttgart who are interested, to participate in the productions.
The audience will be com-
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special reason, the Ross and Christie,
Campus Cutups, show is on the air.
The new program, which was first
aired early in January over WECB,
is one of the better programs to appear on the Emerson network this
season.
A typical opening for the Henry
Morgan style program is this: Anncr:
“This program is unscheduled, unrehearsed, unsponsored and _ unnecessary.”
C
Roy Ross and Phil Christie, who
handle all roles on their comedy
show, are to be congratulated for
their contribution to WECB.

but Germans as well, thus giving the
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IS RECEIVED WELL
BY SMOKER AUDIENCE
The sounds of laughter issuing
from the Smoker on Tuesday after-

Appeals for Used Scripts in Letter to Drama Department
Head; Shows How Love of Theater Prevails Over All
The following excerpts are from a
letter sent to Mrs. Kay from Stuttgart, Germany, and was written by
Betty Atherton.
A former
Emersonian, Betty Atherton is now wife
of an American vice consul there.
The letter should be of special interest to drama students.

CUTUPS

(Continued from Page 1)
Rev. Yarbrough is a noted commencement speaker, lecturer, college
and radio preacher.
He has written many articles, poems and various
works.
:
.
Mr.
Hathaway,
who
graduated
from Bates College in 1923, was employed by the Thomas Edison Company.
He once ran an importing
business.
He
now _ operates
the
Littlefield- Wyman Nurseries in Rockland, Mass.
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according to the V. A., not officially
entered into training, and will not
receive
his
subsistence
allowance
checks until the new certificate is issued.
In closing, let me point out that
the G. I.’s now in school should try
and be conscientious. Taking a quick
look around Emerson, I believe we
can safely say that the aforementioned requirement is more than fulfilled.
But on the other hand, let’s
hope (and pray) that once we leave
school, the employers will realize
their obligations.
The government
is spending huge sums on G. I. education, and the employers should try
to provide positions that will utilize this knowledge.
(B. M.)
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TEXAS
COLLEGE
REPORTS
$38,000
SAFE
ROBBERY
Abilene, Tex.—(I.P.)—McMurry
College
reports
that
a total
of
$38,000,
including checks, bonds,
and cash, was taken from the safe of
the college during registration week.
Professional safe crackers are believed to have committed the burglary, according to both local and
state police.
Entry into the office
was gained by breaking a small window pane in the registrar's office and
releasing the night latch.
The burglars broke the knob off the vault
and gained entrance by using tools
and various paraphernalia, some of
which were left behind.
The burglary evidently occurred
some time after 2:45 a. m., when
the college night watchman made his
final rounds.
Police believe the McMurry burglary was committed by
the same party that staged similar
registration-week robberies at Howard Payne College at Brownwood,
Weatherford
Junior
College
at
Weatherford, and Southwestern University at Georegtown, Texas.
College
authorities
reveal
that
practically all of the checks and
bonds
have
now
been
recovered.
Only $1,000 in cash remains missing.
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Colorado Springs, Colo.—(1I.P.)—
Increasing the college tuition fee has
the
net
effect
of
discriminating
against
students
on
an economic
rather than an intellectual basis, according to President Thurston
J.
Davies of Colorado College.
In a series of chapel addresses,
President Davies pointed out why

the

college

recently

inaugurated a

fund
drive
campaign
to _ raise
-$1,500,000
for buildings and increased endowment.
“Since Colorado College is a private institution, operating funds can
come from two sources only,” he said.
“One is student tuition and the other
is income from endowment and gifts
and grants to the college.
“By raising tuition, we would keep
out of college hundreds of young
people who are eminently qualified
and deserving of a college education.
Such a scheme is in violent contrast
to the whole theory of American education.”
Nancy Metcalf: “Did you vote for
the honor system?”
Francis Flaherty: “You bet I did
—three times.”
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